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Program Objectives  

 

 Prepare qualified competitive personnel, with wide theoretical 

knowledge over business and civil aviation  environments, with skills-

abilities needed for management of organizations of the civil aviation 

and beyond,  who though employment of management techniques shall 

participate in decision making process;  

 Develop student’s decision-making and practical skills/abilities in 

context of organization management,  supporting career building both in 

private and civic sectors of civil aviation and beyond;  

 Develop skills of analytic thinking, critical comprehension of civil 

aviation and management problems, data  collection-processing-relevant 

and reliable decision making, argumentation, effective verbal and 

written  communication. 
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Learning outcomes 

Knowledge and 

understanding 

Bachelor: 

- Explains logically interrelated business and civil aviation environments, specifically in economic, socio politic, cultural, legal 

and technologic aspects on local and global context;  

- Outlines basic theories, models, concepts, functions, principles, tools of management and their importance  in management of 

aviation related and organizations beyond aviation field; basic concepts of marketing,  finances, business etiquette, airport and 

airliner operations in contexts of organizational management,  importance of informational technologies, role of organizational 

behaviour and business etiquette; factors  contributing to safety of airport, cargo and airline operations, importance of 

consideration of human factors  and mitigation of aviation’s influence on environment.  

- Defines importance of research and its methods within process of data collection, numerical analysis, critical  assessment of 

information and problem solving; 

 

Skills Bachelor: 

-  Analyzes basic and marketing strategies (mission, aims, planning, implementation and control) of aviation related  and 

organizations beyond aviation field, based on local and international business environments;  

- Utilizes relevant decision-making model, based on required information gathered through informational systems, to meet aims 

of the organization;  

- Analyzes system of business operations and efficiency of productivity aiming development of a product, procurement, 

production capability considering legal framework and business strategies of a company, integration of project related budget 

into the budget of the company, and appraisal of financial condition of an  organization through its financial accounting and 

indicators;  

- Makes use of required information gathered through various instruments, concept of critical thinking and  verbal/written 

communication using various methods, strategies, approaches and technique towards solving  problem of organization. 
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Autonomy and 

Responsibility  

Bachelor: 

- Applies administrative decisions considering ethical principles, based on accumulated knowledge in  management/aviation 

and evaluation of own strong/weak aims own professional development, based on personal  experience is advising others;  

- Chooses correct, applicable approaches, during implementation of passenger/baggage, cargo handling and aircraft  pre-flight 

preparation activities, considering values like accuracy, objectivity, self-discipline, organizationability and precision towards 

legal framework. 

 

Job placement 

Graduates may be employed at a wide variety of organizations within and outside of an aviation sector, such as airline  management, airport management, 

airport operations, security and safety management operations, cargo operations,  business aircraft operations and government aviation agencies, civil 

administration bodies, banking sector and other  organizations requiring BBA in management.  
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Program Objectives  

 

 Prepare qualified competitive personnel, with wide theoretical 

knowledge over business and civil aviation  environments, with skills-

abilities needed for management of organizations of the civil aviation 

and beyond,  who though employment of management techniques shall 

participate in decision making process;  

 Develop student’s decision-making and practical skills/abilities in 

context of organization management,  supporting career building both in 

private and civic sectors of civil aviation and beyond;  

 Develop skills of analytic thinking, critical comprehension of civil 

aviation and management problems, data  collection-processing-relevant 

and reliable decision making, argumentation, effective verbal and 

written  communication. 

 

Learning outcomes 
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Knowledge and 

understanding 

Bachelor: 

- Explains logically interrelated business and civil aviation environments, specifically in economic, socio politic, cultural, legal 

and technologic aspects on local and global context;  

- Outlines basic theories, models, concepts, functions, principles, tools of management and their importance  in management of 

aviation related and organizations beyond aviation field; basic concepts of marketing,  finances, business etiquette, airport and 

airliner operations in contexts of organizational management,  importance of informational technologies, role of organizational 

behaviour and business etiquette; factors  contributing to safety of airport, cargo and airline operations, importance of 

consideration of human factors  and mitigation of aviation’s influence on environment.  

- Defines importance of research and its methods within process of data collection, numerical analysis, critical  assessment of 

information and problem solving; 

 

Skills Bachelor: 

-  Analyzes basic and marketing strategies (mission, aims, planning, implementation and control) of aviation related  and 

organizations beyond aviation field, based on local and international business environments;  

- Utilizes relevant decision-making model, based on required information gathered through informational systems, to meet aims 

of the organization;  

- Analyzes system of business operations and efficiency of productivity aiming development of a product, procurement, 

production capability considering legal framework and business strategies of a company, integration of project related budget 

into the budget of the company, and appraisal of financial condition of an  organization through its financial accounting and 

indicators;  

- Makes use of required information gathered through various instruments, concept of critical thinking and  verbal/written 

communication using various methods, strategies, approaches and technique towards solving  problem of organization. 
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Autonomy and 

Responsibility  

Bachelor: 

- Applies administrative decisions considering ethical principles, based on accumulated knowledge in  management/aviation 

and evaluation of own strong/weak aims own professional development, based on personal  experience is advising others;  

- Chooses correct, applicable approaches, during implementation of passenger/baggage, cargo handling and aircraft  pre-flight 

preparation activities, considering values like accuracy, objectivity, self-discipline, organizationability and precision towards 

legal framework. 

 

Job placement 

Graduates may be employed at a wide variety of organizations within and outside of an aviation sector, such as airline  management, airport management, 

airport operations, security and safety management operations, cargo operations,  business aircraft operations and government aviation agencies, civil 

administration bodies, banking sector and other  organizations requiring BBA in management. 
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Program Objectives  
 

 Training of qualified personnel in the field of air transport 

management, who will have in-depth and systematic 

knowledge of innovative methods of airline management, 

strategy development and development. 

 The program is also focused on training a competitive air 

transport management specialist with practical skills. 

 Provide training for specialists in analytical, critical thinking, 

creative and scientific research skills in the context of airline 

strategic planning. 

 
 

Learning outcomes 
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Knowledge and 

understanding 

Master: 

- Describes in depth the modern approaches to the development of the air transport industry; Norms of international aviation 

law; Defines methods for organizing flights between hubs, air park planning, resource management, risk identification and 

tackling. 

- In-depth review of the challenges of the changing global business environment's "open skies" policy, the growing 

competitiveness of aviation companies, the importance of customer relationship management and aviation product quality 

control. 

 

Skills Master: 

- Analyzes strategic alternatives to the ever-changing and turbulent business environment of the global aviation market and 

to the selection of the optimal strategy and action plan. 

- Considers aircraft types with regard to passenger and cargo turnover, plans overhead line network; Assessment of risks 

related to commercial operation; Plans aircraft maintenance process. 

- Analyzes airline revenue and pricing policies; Based on the analysis of the marketing environment of the airlines, 

considering the specifics of the airline, plans a strategy for sales promotion, effective distribution, and customer relationship 

management; Based on the analysis of the operational and financial information of the airlines, prepares a report on the 

optimal operational and strategic decisions. 

- Using quantitative, qualitative research methods and scientific approaches, identifies the problem, seeks information to 

solve the problem and critically analyzes, evaluates and reasoned conclusions, taking into account social and ethical 

responsibilities. 
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Autonomy and 

Responsibility  
Master: 

- In the field of aviation, which is characterized by uncertainty and complexity, it adapts strategic approaches to the 

defined environment in time and space. 

- contributes to the development of professional knowledge and practice; Takes responsibility for the activities and 

professional development of others, and manages own learning process independently. 

 

Job placement:  
 

Graduates of the Master's Degree Program in Air Transportation Management, Business Administration, Georgian Aviation University, can be employed as 

experts in the air transport industry, particular airlines, airports, air agencies, aviation factories, air transport industry, public administration bodies and other 

institutions where the academic degree of Master of Business Administration with specialization in Air Transport Management is required.

 


